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Hands-On Security in DevOps: Ensure continuous security, deployment, and delivery with DevSecOpsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Protect your organization's security at all levels by introducing the latest strategies for securing DevOps

	
		Key Features

		
			Integrate security at each layer of the DevOps pipeline
	
			Discover security practices to protect your cloud services by detecting fraud and...
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The IOMA Handbook of Logistics and Inventory ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Practical, easy-to-implement advice on the most successful logistics management techniques being used today--from selecting the best carriers, setting logistics performance goals, and planning logistics strategies, to streamlining shipping and receiving and slashing logistics costs, and negotiating and managing third party logistics service...
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Grid Generation Methods (Scientific Computation)Springer, 2009
This book is an introduction to structured and unstructured grid methods in scientific computing, addressing graduate students, scientists as well as practitioners. Basic local and integral grid quality measures are formulated and new approaches to mesh generation are reviewed. In addition to the content of the successful first edition, a more...
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Strategic Supply Chain ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2004
"We have to get a handle on our supply chain."
These words have become a standard corner-office lament in today's no-room-for-error business arena. But even when companies address their most glaring supply chain challenges, they can still find that cost-effective and strategic supply chain management is hard to...
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IT Investment: Making a Business Case (Computer Weekly Professional Series)Butterworth-Heinemann, 1999
Frequently not enough attention is given to producing a comprehensive business case or to producing an economic justification for an information systems investment. In fact many organizations are not clear as to what constitutes a sound business case and how to go about producing one. This Professional level book for the Computer Weekly...
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Program Management for Improved Business ResultsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Superior program management begins with superior information and strategy


	Program Management for Improved Business Results, Second Edition is a practical guide to real-world program management, written to align with the rigorous PMI® PgMP® certification standards. The book explains the benchmarks and best...
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Pro Project Management with SharePoint 2010Apress, 2010

	Many successful project managers are beginning to utilize Microsoft SharePoint to drive their projects and operational initiatives. SharePoint Server provides teams with a centralized location for project information and facilitates collaboration between project team members. The intention of this book is to provide a hands-on case study that...
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HBase Administration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Master HBase configuration and administration for optimum database performance

	
		Move large amounts of data into HBase and learn how to manage it efficiently
	
		Set up HBase on the cloud, get it ready for production, and run it smoothly with high performance
	
		Maximize the ability of HBase with the...
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Stewarding Sustainability Transformations: An Emerging Theory and Practice of SDG ImplementationSpringer, 2018

	In the context of the world’s pressing sustainability challenges this new Report to the Club of Rome presents a novel approach to navigating collaborative change in partnerships between governments, research institutions, corporations and civil society activists. With reference to the 17 Sustainable Development Goals and the Planetary...
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Social Media Playbook for Business: Reaching Your Online Community with Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and MorePraeger Publishers, 2011

	Social media can be an incredibly powerful marketing tool that brings a company or organization huge rewards. But for beginners in this new world, the potential risks are also high. Consumers are particularly passionate in the online world; the most active social networkers are poised to be your brand's gushing fans—or your most...
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Business Intelligence with SQL Server Reporting ServicesApress, 2015

	Business Intelligence with SQL Server Reporting Services helps you deliver business intelligence with panache. Harness the power of the Reporting Services toolkit to combine charts, gauges, sparklines, indicators, and maps into compelling dashboards and scorecards. Create compelling visualizations that seize your audience’s...
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Web Page Recommendation Models: Theory and Algorithms (Synthesis Lectures on Data Management)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	One of the application areas of data mining is the World Wide Web (WWW or Web), which serves as a huge, widely distributed, global information service for every kind of information such as news, advertisements, consumer information, financial management, education, government, e-commerce, health services, and many other information services....
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